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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED

Decision-making is not something that has been dis
covered within the last decade, yet there has been a vast 
amount of concern and interest in decision-making in the 
last ten years* Industrialists, economists, psychologists, 
military leaders, businessmen— all- are concerned with the 
question, "How can we improve executive decisions, and 
train and select better decision-makers?" This question 
may be better answered if we understand the decision-making 
processes of the executive.

1* THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this 
study to ascertain observable elements of executive decision- 
making behavior, and based on these elements, design an oper
ational game which would serve as a device to enable the psy
chologist to observe executive decision-making behavior in 
the laboratory*

Importance of the study. Drucker has stated, "the 
future of the free enterprise system may depend on our abil
ity to make major managerial and entrepreneurial decisions 
more rationally, and to make more people capable of making
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and of understanding such decisions". To accomplish this, 
a better understanding of the decision-making process is 
needed* There has been a recent increase of literature 'con
cerning decision-making* There is a criss-cross of idea and 
theory, and hence a serious problem of finding true perspec
tive in the area of decision-making.^

Many theories of decision-making have been proposed* 
In these.theories, the decision-maker,is a rational being*- 
i.e., he always acts to maximize expected utility* The as
sumption is that a limited, knowable number of alternatives 
exist* Kennedy^, Edwards^, and others have pointed out that
decision-makers do not always act to maximize expected Util- 

Ŝity. Cohenv has concluded, on the basis of his investiga
tions of subjective probability assessment, that subjects 
seemed to be guided by psychological, rather than mathemati
cal considerations, even though objective probabilities were

^Feter F. Drucker, "Thinking Ahead", Harvard Business 
Review, 37: 26-30, January/February, 1951, P* 25.

pPaul Wasserraan, with Fred 1* Silander, Decision* 
Making: An Annotated Bibliography (New York, Cayuga Press,
Inc*, 1953T, p. 4.

^John I>. Kennedy, Game Theory and Its Relation To 
Industrial Psychology, Princeton University, Princeton, N* 
j., ’ 1 9 59';TUnp®lished paper)

^Ward Edwards, "The Theory of Decision-Making," 
Psychological Bulletin, 51: 380-417, 1954

^John Cohen, "Subjective Probability", Scientific 
American. 197: 73-8, November, 1957.
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ostensibly1 simple#

II. DEFINITION OF TEEMS USED

Bed sion-making - a process of gathering and evaluat
ing informationt generating alternative courses of action, 
and effecting one or more generated alternative courses of 
action*

Operational game - a device which simulates a portion 
of the real world* People are placed in realistic situa
tions in order to derive assumptions about human behavior* 
{The terms, "operational game" and "business game" are synon
ymous in this study.)

Bisk - a proposal concerning the future, to which def
inite probabilities may be attached*

Certainty - risk, with probabilities of zero and one#

Uncertainty - a proposal concerning the future, to 
which no definite probabilities may be attached*

Subjective probability - an individual’s own private 
assessment of chance, which is based upon the individual’s 
experiences and reasoning ability* This assessment may or 
may not agree with objective probabilities*

Objective probability - the relative frequency of an 
an event in an infinite class of events* (The "true" value



of a probability, i.e., the value that would be obtained if 
observations were exhaustive.)

Content analysis - ^quantitative classification of a 
given body of content, in terms of a system of categories 
devised to yield data relevant to specific hypotheses con- 
cernxng that content,n

Expected Utility - psychological or expected value
oof entities, objects, goals, etc*

III. LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUD!

An operational game is presented in this study for 
the purpose of experimental observation of executive deci
sion-making behavior. The game does not purport to be a 
model or theory of decision-making, but a device which, it 
is hoped, will facilitate observation of certain aspects of 
decision-making behavior. Whether or not this expectation 
will be met fully remains to be tested, and is not within 
the scope of this study.

gBernard Berleson, Content Analysis in Communica
tion Research (Glencoe, Illinois, The Free Press," 1952) 
p. 15.

9c. H. Coombs and David Beardslee, n0n Decision-Mak
ing Under Uncertainty*, Decision Processes. Edited by R. M* 
Thrall, C. H. Coombs, R. h. Davis"('New' 'York: John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc., 1954) p* 257*
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I¥# GRG AH IE ATI OH OF REMAINDER OF THE THESIS

The remainder of the thesis is organised Into four 
chapters# Chapter II surveys pertinent literature in the 
fields of decision-making, decision theory, and operational 
gaming# Chapter III is devoted to discussion of procedure 
and treatment of the data# Chapter I¥ presents the execu
tive decision-making game, which has been designed as an 
apparatus to facilitate laboratory observation of executive

s ;

decision-making behavior# Chapter ¥, the final chapter, 
presents a summary and conclusions, and suggests research 
which is beyond the scope of this study#



CHAPTER II

REVIEW Of THE LITERATURE

Considerable material has been written concerning
/

game theory, decision theory, and decision-making* Cue to 
the limited mathematical background of the author, a compre
hensive review of the game and decision theory literature 
has not been undertaken* The volume of literature in the
area of operational gaming has not been as great as that of

10game and decision theory, and decision-making* Wasserman 
has presented an excellent coverage up to 195# of litera
ture in the area of decision-making, decision-theory, game 
theory, and operational gaming*

This review is divided into two general areas for pur
pose of clarity and organisation* These areas are; {1) de
cision-making, decision theory and game theory, and {2 } oper
ational gaming*

I* A REVIEW OF DECISION-MAKING, DECISION THEORY,
AND GAME THEORY LITERATURE

Edwards, reviews much of the literature concerning de
cision theory and presents his criticisms of mathematical and

^Paul Wasserman, with Fred S* Silander, Decision- 
Making: An Annotated Bibliography (New York: Cayuga Press,
Inc*, 195#).



11statistical models of decision-making as follows: These
theories center on the notion of the subjective value or 
utility of alternatives, and they assume the rationality of 
the decision-maker, I.e., the decision-maker always chooses 
so as to maximise expected utility*. This appears to be con-, 
tradicted by observable behavior in many risky situations, 
i.e., the decision-maker does not always act to maximise ex-, 
pected utility* The decision-maker1s estimate of a probabil
ity may be considerably different from objective or mathe
matical probability* For this reason, mathematical and sta
tistical theories of decision-making are not utilized in this 
study•

Coombs discusses three psychological variables in de
cision-making, utility for prize 0 (P), utility for stake U 
(S)f and psychological probability (\ff)* Utility is synony? 
mous with *fpreferability *” Psychological or subjective pro
bability is equivalent to ^personal probability” when the ob
servation is replicable {objective frequencies implicit}, and

IP”degree of belief”, when the observation is a single event*
Bates presents a formal model for the science of de

cision* This model is restricted to work done in carefully 
structured situations, and not those aspects concerned with

^Ward Edwards, ”The Theory of Decision-Making”, 
Psychol. Bull.* 51: 3^0-417, 1954*

12C. H. Coombs and David Beardslee, Decision Pro
cesses (Edited by R. M. Thrall, C. H. Coombs, R. L* Davis,
Mew York; John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1954)• pp. 255-S5.
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gathering empirical data* He discusses von Meum'ann* s Game 
Theory, payoff functions, mixed and pure strategies, and 
sere sum and non-zero sum games* He points out limitations 
of game theory as a model for a science of decision.^

litSiegel * asserts that level .of aspiration is an im
portant factor in decision-making. An individual’s choices 
among alternatives involving certain outcomes (outcomes with 
stated probabilities of attainment) are based on the utility 
of the entities (objects, actions, goafs, etc*), and on the 
subjective probability associated with attainment of the en
tities. The decision is a function of these two variables 
inasmuch as the individual seeks by his choice to maximize 
the sum of the products of utility and subjective probabil
ity as follows:

sm  « x p,u*i x 1

inhere SBD is stibjectively expected utility, p. is the sub-«JU
jective probability of the occurrence of the i th state, 
is the value outcome of the i th state, and u is a function 
of level of aspiration and reinforcement.

Edwards indicates that subjects in studies of betting 
preferences do not always act so as to maximize expected 
utility, particularly when amounts of money are very large,

James- A. Bates,- "A Model for the Science of Deci
sion”, Philosophy of Science. 21: 326-39* 1954*

1A■^Sidney Siegel, "Level of Aspiration and Decision- 
Making”, Psychological Review. 64: 253-61, July, 1957
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or when>probability differences are very small* In this 
study, subjects were informed of objective probabilities* 
Certain subjects preferred low objective probabilities of 
losing large amounts of;.money to high objective probabili
ties of losing small amounts of money* Edwards suggests that 
the subjective probability function for positive expected
values may, differ from the function for negative expected

15values* *
Sufficient sampling of behavior may permit reasonable 

quantification of value outcomes§ but at the present time, 
this- is not possible*

Toda points out certain limitations of game theory* 
First, game theory fails to account for the fact that not all- 
participants in games are complete strategists. A more seri
ous limitation of game theory is that the theory assumes that 
values of objective probabilities in chance moves are known 
to all participants. This is seldom realised in real life.***

Watkins claims that it is only under conditions of un
certainty that we can properly make decisions at all* The 
most significant decisions are those whose outcome tends to 
be uncertain. The classical theory of decision-making in 
the past has been one that presupposed foreknowledge of the

*%ard Edwards, f?The Theory of Decision-Making**, 
Psychol. Bull.« 51: 3&0-41?, 1954.

16Masanao Toda, ^Information-Receiving Behavior of 
Mann, Paycholoalcal Review. 64? 253-61, July 1957.
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decision’s outcome* In the twentieth century, foreknowledge 
was amended to become knowledge of. the probabilities, of the 
possible outcomes of a decision,, in line with a general' ten
dency to substitute objective probability for uncertainty* 
According to Watkins, it is only in special situations that 
an objective probability approach to decision-making is ap
plicable • Where the decision-maker has to depend upon uncer
tainty about a decision’s outcome or its probabilities of
outcomes, he must rely upon, subjective characterisation of

1*1the decision’s possibilities* 7
feather reviews five approaches which relate to analy

sis of behavior in a choice situation where a decision is 
made between alternatives having different subjective proba
bilities of attainment* The important implication of his 
work for this study is the recommended importance.of observ
ing decision-making behavior in different types of situa
tions* ̂

■Johnson points out the existence of renewed interest 
in investigation of thinking processes involved in decision- 
making* He asserts that decision-makers probably do not make

17J* W* N* Watkins, Uncertainty and Business Peel- ' si on s. (A symposium edited by 0* F* Carter, G7TT~lereHth, 
end G* L. S* Shackle; Liverpool, England: Liverpool Univer
sity Press, 1957), p* 107*

idH* T* Feather, "Subjective Probability and Decision 
Under Uncertainty". Psychological Review. 6 6: 150-64. Mav 1959*> — —
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decisions according to the decision-making models proposed 
by game theory.^ This tends to support the need for a 
means of experimentally observing decision making behavior, 
in order to gain further understanding of decision-making*

The idea of sampling is an essential element for mak-
20ing decisions, according to Cohen. Cohen indicates that 

uncertainty is with us at all times. We must act on incom
plete information in our everyday decisions* Me has also 
conducted an extensive investigation in the area of subjec
tive probability* He has attempted to determine whether or 
not subjective probability has anything to do with objective 
probability, and to what extent subjective probability obeys 
distinctive psychological rules of its own* Experiments con
ducted at the University of Manchester have shown that with 
increasing age and experience, uncertain situations are 
structured in closer accord with objective, mathematical ex
pectation. Thus, the decision-maker becomes more realistic,
with increases in age and experience*

21Bruner, Goodnow and Austin emphasize that the more 
usual state of nature or decision-making situations is one 
in which certainty of inference from defining attributes to

^Donald M* Johnson, in.Psychology and Life (5th edi
tion ; Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 19587, PP» 554-6*

20John Cohen, "Subjective Probability", Scientific 
American* 197: 73-3* November 1957*

21Jerome S. Bruner, Jacqueline J* Goodnow and George 
A* Austin, A Study of Thinking; (New York: John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc. ,**19'5$) , pp. TS2-23Q.
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categorical identity cannot be achieved* The decision-making 
environment is so ordered that probabilistic rather than cer
tain relationships hold between objects and their categorical 
identity* There are also differences in the kind of informa
tion one searches for- in order to -make a particular decision 
as opposed to a series of decisions* The important differ
ence is that with a series of decisions, there is an expecta
tion of regrouping or nullifying past errors or losses*

The difficulties Inherent in attempting to gather and
quantify information concerning factors in business deei-

2?sioms are pointed out by Katona and Morgan* The authors 
suggest the use of the informal, "chatty” type of interview.

Browne discusses the influence in decision-making of 
organisation goals, purposes and objectives; the need for 
effective communication of these .established goals through
out the organization, and the evaluation of past achieve
ments of the organization. He has devised a "Goal and 
Achievement Index", in order to study executive processes.
This device was used to establish rank order for established 
organizational purposes, e.g., profit, good-will, etc* Browne 
asserts that the device offers promise for studying decision
making as .related to knowledge of company goals and achieve- 

23roent* This approach is limited to decision-making behavior
i t x  A

George Katona and James N. Morgan, "The Quantitative 
Study of Factors Determining Business Decisions", The Quarter
ly Journal of Economics, 66; 43-54, 1952#

23 G. Browne, "Study of Executive leadership in
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within a specific company,

Cartwright and Festinger propose a combination theory 
involving vector and topological analysis. This theory has 
been mathematically quantified in a form amenable to empiri
cal testing.^ A limited, knowable number of alternatives is 
assumed in this theory. Therefore, the theory is not parti
cularly promising for use in conjunction with operational gam
ing.

Cartwright further proposes that increases in length 
of decision time are produced by a conflict between different 
responses and that such a conflict arises when a stimulus 
falls upon the border between two ranges of equivalent stim
uli. He concludes that this phase of his theory is substan
tiated.^

Forrester emphasizes the need for management to dis
cover underlying principles and develop a basic theory of be
havior. He discusses the emphasis on exploration by the mil
itary into the field of decision-making, noting that there
has been a shift from tactical decision-making to strategic

26or long-range decision-making.

Business11, J. Appl. Psychol., 34: $2-7, April, 1950.
Cartwright and L. Festinger, "A Quantitative The

ory of Decision11, Psychological Review, $0: 595-621, 1943*
2 D̂. Cartwright, "Relation of Decision Time to the 

Categories of Response", Amer. J. Psychol., 6 4: 174-96, 1941.
pAJay H. Forrester, "Industrial Dynamics, A Major 

Break through for Decision-Makers", Harvard Business Review, 
36: 36-66, July/August, 195$.
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Barnard believes that discrimination of strategic fac

tors is of great importance in the decision-making process.
By strategic factors, he means the limiting factor in a pos
sible course of action. For example, if a piece of land will 
not produce because of a lack of potash, potash is the limit
ing factor. Another important factor in decision-making is 
redefinition or change of purpose on the basis of the esti
mate of future results of action in the existing situation,
in the light of history, experience and knowledge of the 

27past. f Barnard also states that one of the biggest diffi
culties in appraising the decision maker and his relative 
merits lies in the fact that there is little direct opportun- 
ity to observe the essential operation of decision-making.

* Jones feels that the key problem in decision-making is 
to make a realistic appraisal of the many probable results of 
taking a certain action before these results have occurred.
He emphasises the use of premises in making decisions, and he 
differentiates between factual and value premises. By fac
tual premises, he means the type of measurement or standard 
the decision-maker employs when he considers a premise. Value 
premises refer to how the decision-maker measures the cause 
and result of a premise he is considering* Factual premises 
are objectively evaluated and value premises are subjectively

^Chester X. Barnard, The Functions of the Executive 
{Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1943)> P* 204*

28Ibid., p. 1 9 3.
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oQevaluated.'

Drucker points out that too much emphasis in decision- 
making centers around problem-solving, i.e., giving answers* 
He asserts that the kind of decision-making involved in prob
lem-solving, is the unimportant or routine decision i.e.* 
the job is merely to choose from among a few obvious alterna
tives* The important decisions are the strategic decisions* 
These decisions involve ascertainment of resources, or deter
mining what they should be; or evaluating the situation and 
changing factors in it when necessary. The emphasis here is
on finding the right questions, the right answers, the cor-

10reet course of- action and implementing it.
Simon states that decision-making is a process of 

choice which leads to action. Multitudes of alternatives 
are available, and there exists a process whereby the numer
ous alternatives are narrowed down to one which is decided 
upon and usually executed. Self-conscious, deliberate ra
tional processes are connoted. However, decision-making may 
include any or all of these elements to any degree, and may 
include processes of which the decision-maker is unaware. 
There is a concept of purposiveness in making decisions, even 
though there may be no conscious, deliberate integration

2^Manley Howe Jones, Executive Dec1sion-Maki ng {Home
wood; lichard .0. Irwin, IneT, l95lT7 ■pp#

3®feter F. Drucker, The Practice of Management (Hew 
York; Harper and Brothers, 195&T* "ip* '353*
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of goals. Nevertheless, goal integration does occur,, and
weights are assigned to the goals either consciously or un- 

31consciously. Simon also notes limitations to the psycholo
gical environment of choice* These are: (1) incompleteness
of knowledge; (2 ) difficulties of anticipation; and (3 ) the

32unlimited scope of behavior possibilities.
Most decisions seem to be made on the basis of incom

plete evidence, and information from many sources is usually
33required, according to Shartle*  ̂ Decision-making implies 

that there are alternative courses of action* An attempt is 
made to predict consequences and then make the decision that 
will apparently result in the desired outcome. The key opera
tion in executive decision-making is prediction., Shartle

3 Lalso feels that patterns exist in decision-making behavior. ^ 
Although few executives have any idea how they go a- 

bout making decisions, the complex process of decision-making 
is being increasingly subjected to scientific analysis., ac
cording to McDonald*^ Decision-making is commanding the

^Herbert A* Simon, Administrative Behavior (2nd edi
tion; New York; The Macmillan Company, 1957),np p « 3-6.

32Ibid., PP. 80-2
3 Carroll L. Shartle, Executive Performance and Lead- 

ership (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Frentice-Hall, Inc., 
1956)7 PP 2$3-$*

^ Ibid., p. 2$6 .
^John McDonald, "How Businessmen Make Decisions", 

Fortune» $2: $4-7, August 1955.
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attention.of both the businessman and the scientist. There 
is a preoccupation of hundreds of the.country*s beat academic 
minds with decision-making as. an identifiable aspect of human 
behavior- The executive is expected to scan the range of pos
sibilities with regard to prices, production, organization, 
and the distribution of benefits that is larger, more complex 
and more obscure than the range of possibilities in a chess 
game. He is expected to reduce these possibilities to man
ageable proportions and find feasible courses of action, al
though advanced logic and mathematics will not do this except 
for a well defined, limited, artificial game- He is expected 
to predict with accuracy in novel and non-repeatable situa
tions.

An article in Business Week, discusses the work of 
the Carnegie Institute’s Graduate School of Industrial Admin
istration, Pittsburgh, Pa., under the direction of Dr* Simon. 
This work is in the realm of executive decision-making. As 
of April, 1957, $170,000 had been spent out of an initial 
$250,000 Ford Foundation Grant and another $250,000 had just 
been awarded. Members of the institute have sat in on a va
riety of decisions with ten companies, making and recording 
extensive observations of the decision-making process. A 
number of laboratory studies have been conducted to determine

^"Light on Deciding’1, Business Week, 1&4-5. April 13, 
3.957* '



handling needed information in decision-making* Results of 
,these studies are not yet available*

.Drucker points out that there is little, although much 
needed emphasis on research on managing an enterprise, i*e., 
on the decision-making job* He believes that the future of 
our free enterprise system may depend on our ability to make 
major managerial decisions more rationally, and to train more 
people to be capable of making -and'understanding such deci- 
sions*

In another article, Drucker says that the emphasis in 
management over the next twenty years will be on the under
standing of decision-making* The resulting understanding of 
decision-making behavior, coupled with recent advances in or
ganisation theory, human relations, economic analysis, and 
market research, should bring about a great improvement in 
our managerial skill and performance**^

The major function of today's executive is making pro
per decisions, according to Middleswart*^ Until recent 
years these decisions have had to be made following steps 
which were vague and ill-defined* Operations research, ma
trix theory and regression analysis have enabled the

^Peter F* Drucker, "Thinking Ahead", Harvard Business 
Review * 37* 26-30, J anuary/February, 1959 *

 ̂Peter F. Drucker, "How to Make a Business Decision", 
Hatton1 s Business, 44: 38-9» April 1956.

^Frank F. Middleswart, "Operations Research; What It 
Is and How You Gan Use It", Office Executive, 34: 30-2 
March, 1959* ' !
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executive to obtain considerably more factual material in a
given amount of time, and thus the decision-making burden has
been lightened*

In a 1959 symposium concerning the future of industrial
psychology, Shartle states that a single, important decision
may involve the highest order of human strategy* According
to Shartle, human values and their role in decision-making is
an area in which much work must be done* Such studies are

AOneeded in both problems of prediction and of evaluation.

II. A REVIEW OF OPERATIONAL GAMING LITERATURE

Katzell discusses the need for operations research.^
Be emphasizes the need to develop more skill in operations 
research, and he points out the difficulties involved in ob
serving naturally occurring events in industry* He feels 
that we will rely more heavily on laboratory observation of 
the simulated industrial situation to advance our knowledge 
concerning industrial behavior*

Several essential points in operational gaming have 
been indicated by And. linger*^ These are:

^ Carroll L* Shartle, "Blueprinting the Next Ten Tears 
in Industrial Psychology {A Symposium)", Personnel Psychology 
12: 40-5, January 1959*

41^ Raymond A. Katzell, "Blueprinting the Next Ten Years 
in Industrial Psychology" (A Symposium), Personnel Psychology 
12: 47-$* January, 1959*

42G. R. Andlinger, "Looking Around", Harvard Business 
Review, 36: 147-50, July-August, 195$*
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X. The game involves conflict or competition*
2* Incomplete information regarding states of the

situation*
3* Uncertain outcomes*

Andlinger proposes that operational games be used as predict
tors of executive performance and as an instrument for busi

l y Oness and behavior research*
• Kennedy reports on two purposes for development of

i *
business games at Princeton* ^ The first of these is to 
teach students how to observe human behavior quantitatively 
in the industrial setting and how to use data to forecast 
performance. The second purpose {and of specific concern in 
this study) is as a research tool for studying human behavior 
in a ^rioh”, but controlled environment.

Andlinger points out that operational gaming is a de
vice which corresponds to the economics of a business as real
istically as possible. Operational gaming is not related to
game theory, which is a theoretical approach to the solution

L 5of conflict situations. ' He also discusses a game which he
t£.

has designed to serve as a teaching device for executives*

43Ibid., p. 1 6 0.
44John L. Kennedy, "Gaming Theory and Its Relation to 

Industrial Psychology”, Princeton University, Princeton, N.
J., 1959 {Unpublished paper).

R. Andlinger, ‘’Business Games— Play One”, Har
vard Business Review% 3 6: 115-25, March-April, 195$*

46Ibid.. pp. 117-23.
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McDonald and Ricciardi discuss a business game en

titled "Top Management Decision Simulation".^ This game is 
played with a team of eight executives* They make decisions 
on prices, production, marketing, research and development, 
plant, investment, and market research* The game has been de
signed primarily as a training device for middle-level and 
top-level executives* The game simulates ten years of deci
sion-making. This is a computer game and is therefore too 
complex to be used as a simple laboratory apparatus*

Sisson and Greene have described seven non-computer
K ggames in a recent publication. Educational value is 

stressed in these games* The authors say that a business 
game should emphasize those factors which are thought to be 
most important in decision-making* They have selected games 
rather than case studies for training decision-makers, since 
a game is more dynamic, i.e*, each subsequent situation de
pends in part upon the information and action preceding it, 
whereas the case study presents a situation statically^

Vance has presented an operational game for training
CQpurposes entitled "Management Decision Simulation"# This

^John McDonald and Franc Ricciardi, "The Business 
Decision Game", Fortune, 47s 140-42, March, 1953.

L g Roger L. Sisson and Jay R. Greene, Dynamic Manage
ment Decision Games (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.*
1959 H  '

^%bid., pp. 1 -3 •
SOStanley Vance, Management Decision Simulation, (New
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is a non-computer business game designed to provide, practi
cal management development training* The game is played by ' 
four-man teams and involves considerable book-keeping* It is 
too complicated to serve as a laboratory device for behavior
al observation*. ■

The "Business In-Basket Test" has been designed by
51Ward to serve as a testing device* The test purportedly 

evaluates an individual1s ability to perform certain manage
ment tasks* The subject is confronted with a miniature sample 
of an executive1 s job in the form of an "in-basketft* The 
game is lengthy and complicated* It lacks the simplicity de
sired as a laboratory observational apparatus*

"Gambit11 is a military training game designed by New-
52ton*. The game contains elements critical to making armored 

tactical decisions. Two players, each in a separate room, di
rectly maneuver a platoon of tanks in opposition to one an
other* The players are provided with maps, terrain boards, 
and general instructions and each player is supervised by an 
instructor. The game is concluded when the players1 assigned 
mission has been accomplished* The game appears to be an ex
cellent military training device, but again it is complex.

fork: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., I960).
^Lewis B* Ward, The Business In-Basket Test (Prince

ton, N; J.: Educational Testing Service, 1959)•
52 ̂John M. Newton, Gambit: A Tactical Training Game

for Armored Platoon Leaders (Groton, Conn*: General Dynamics
Corporation Electric Boat Division, 1959 )•
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53Micholson and Jaynes^ have designed a business game 

to serve as a teaching device in industrial psychology class* 
es. The games objective is to familiarize students with cer
tain personnel selection tests and to emphasize ffpitfallsfr in 
psychological testing. The game is played by a two person 
team, one serving as ^umpire11, and the other as ftplayer".
The game was designed primarily as a teaching device, and is 
too complicated to serve as a simple laboratory device*

III* A SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW

Literature in the areas of decision-making, decision 
theory, and game theory is abundant* A review of this liter
ature indicates that considerable research has been done in 
these areas. One criticism of decision and game theory is 
that explicitly or implicitly the decision maker is assumed 
to attempt to maximize expected utility. This may not always 
be the The other major criticism is that de
cision theory and game theory assume that there exists for

^Richard W. Mieh©Ison and William £. Jaynes, WA Per
sonnel Testing and Selection Game”, June, I960, (Municipal 
University of Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska. Unpublished).

^John L. Kennedy, Game Theory and Its Relation to 
Industrial Psychology. Princeton University, Princeton, M. 
TrTT^i^TUnpublished paper).

^Ward Edwards, ffThe Theory of Decision-Making11, 
Psychol. Bull., 51? 3SO-417, 1954-

56Paul Wasserman with Fred J. Silander, Decision- 
Making: An Annotated Biblio^raohy (Mew York, Cayuga Press,
Inc., 195lH\

125800
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the decision-maker a limited* knowable number of alternatives. 
This of course is not the usual case in real life, and so ue 
shall look elsewhere for a simple laboratory apparatus to ob
serve executive decision-making behavior*

A review of operational gaming literature indicates an 
increasing emphasis by management on business games and oper
ations research. Clearly too, there are many business games 
in existence# Most of the games have been devised for.train
ing purposes* and range in complexity from rather complicated, 
hand computed games to games involving the use of large com
puters# The literature reviewed in this study has not indi
cated that a simple game exists which will provide a rich, 
but controlled decision-making environment. However, leaders 
in many fields have become increasingly aware of the impor
tance of understanding decision-making behavior.



CHAPTER H I

PROCEDURE AMD TREATMENT OF THE DATA

In order to design an operational game which will 
representatively sample executive decision-making behavior, 
it is necessary to determine if essential elements of deci
sion-making ■exist.

Do various decision-makers follow certain common 
steps in decision-making? If so, are the steps used a spe
cific function of the type of decision, the situation, the 
position of the decision-maker, and/or the decision-maker 
himself? If these elements are ascertainable, which of 
these elements should be incorporated in the design of a 
laboratory apparatus in order to provide a rich but simple 
'and carefully controlled decision-making, environment?

To ansv/er these and other pertinent questions, field 
interviews of executives in Omaha, Nebraska were conducted 
and the material resulting from these interviews was ana
lysed*

I. THE INTERVIEW PROCEDURE

.Basic assumptions regarding the interviews* Two 
basic assumptions are made regarding the interviews* First, 
it is assumed that the executive interviewees verbalized 
actual decision-making behavior, i.e., they stated what
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they did and thought about in the process of making a deci
sion as opposed to what they felt that the "ideal" executive 
should think and do* Second, the interviews indicate some 
of the elements or steps in the decision-making process, but 
not necessarily all of these elements or steps*

Selection of interviewees The most pertinent problem 
in selecting executives to foe interviewed is the problem of * 
executive availability and time* Ordinarily it is difficult 
for the busy executive to devote several hours of his time 
to an interview of this nature* Ideally it would be desir
able to sample randomly the Omaha executive population, but 
this is practically an impossibility. Fifteen executives 
were contacted by telephone* However only ten of these exec
utives were available for interview during the period of 
June through July I960. Job titles and type of firm or bus
iness of the executives are shown in Appendix A. The mini
mum number of persons who reported directly to each execu
tive interviewee was three and the maximum was seven* Anony
mity of the executives has been preserved as requested by 
letter coding.

Type of interview * A free, unstructured, "chatty* 
type of interview was used. The objective of the Interview 
was to have the executive verbalise thought processes which 
occurred during a decision-making situation* Too often the 
interviewer will "lead" the interviewee by suggesting an an
swer to a question or obviously suggesting a new area for
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discussion* Every possible effort was made to avoid. ”lead
ing” questions during the interview* Each interview was 
completed at one time.

Pre-interview procedure* Each Interview period'was 
arranged with the interviewee several days to a week in ad
vance. Each appointment was confirmed several days prior 
to the scheduled time. In some cases , rearrangements were 
necessary. All interviews were* conducted by the author of 
this study. At the time of initial contact, each inter
viewee was informed that the interview would be of one to 
two hours duration, and that the author was gathering data 
■for research in the area of executive decision-making.

Interview procedure. Interviews were conducted in 
each executive*s office* The first part of each interview 
was spent in flwarming-upTf and getting acquainted. Usually, 
after this short amount of time, the executive would respond 
by saying, ” 1 understand that you are conducting research 
in the area of executive decision-making. How can 1 be of 
help to you?” or words to that effect* If this type of be
havior did not occur, the author would suggest discussing 
decision-making by saying, nI’ra sure that you are called 
upon to make many decisions in your job. How do you make 
a decision?” ¥@ry little guiding was then required to com
plete each interview.

Method of recording the interviews. . the interviews 
were recorded ”long-hand ” by the author and are appended to
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this study. (Appendix B)* ho attempt was made to organize 
the material gathered in each interview, rather* the mate
rial was recorded as spoken* Verbatim recording was not 
possible, but every effort was made to record what seemed to 
be important comments by the interviewee*

The use of a tape recorder was initially considered. 
To determine the feasibility of using a tape recorder, ex
perimental interviews were conducted with two executives.
The same topic and procedure were used as in the case of the 
ten interviews reported in this study. Several difficul
ties were encountered in attempting to record these inter
views. First, the procedure of setting up the recorder and 
adjusting the recording equipment was distracting and very 
time consuming. Second, it was difficult to establish rap
port. The interviewees appeared to be overly concerned with 
the recording apparatus and they seemed to be very cautious 
and reserved in communicating. One of the. experimental in
terviewees expressed the idea that he couldn* t T?let himself 
goft in the interview. For these reasons, tape recording of 
the interviews î as not done.

II;* ANALYSIS OF THE INTERVIEWS

To design a game which provides a rich, controlled, 
realistic decision-making environment, the "how” of execu
tive decision-making should be ascertained. The interviews 
were analyzed to accomplish this purpose.
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Basis for analysis. The basis for analysis was- es-

c<7sentially ’’content ana3.ysis” as devised by Berlesoa.^# Con
tent analysis, according t© Berleson* proceeds in terms of 
what is said* and not why the content is as it was said. 
Three assumptions are made by Berleson:^

.. X* Content analysis assumes that inferences about « 
the relationship between intent and content or between con- 
tent and effect can- be validly made* or the actual relation
ship established*

2* Content analysis assumes that the study of the 
manifest content is meaningful; and

3 * Content analysis assumes that frequency of occur
rence is important and meaningful*

Berlesonfs method outlines a simple basis for cate
gorizing verbal responses.

Analysis procedure. Each written interview was 
scanned for words* phrases, or sentences which pertained to 
the executive’s behavior during the reported decision-mak
ing process. A carbon copy of each executive’s interview 
was typed on different colored papers. These comments were 
cut out of each colored copy and placed face up on a large 
table. There were 154 of these ’’comment strips”. The com
ment strips were initially grouped into six behavior

7'Bernard Berleson* Content Analysis in Commanication 
Research (Glencoe* Illinois, the Free Press Publishers:*' 
1952}*

^Xbid., pp. IB-2 0.
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categories#' Each category was conveniently titled and num- 
bored#- The results or this initial analysis are presented 
in Table X*-

TABLE I 
INITIAL CATEOOftlLATIONOF "CGMKEMT STRIPSft

0 A T B O O R I B S EffiSU1p> 2ATEG0HY
A ■ B. c B ' E.'t e H 1 J

1 ' What. is- the 
Problem? 4 0 ; 2 1 0 o 2 0 ■ 1; 0 10

XI : Information'
Seeking 21 9 19 5 6 a 1 2!6 4 5 95

III Generation of 
Alternatives 2 :0 ! 4 0 2: i 2 !1 2 1 * 15

IV Consideration , 
of Outcomes 6 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 9

v Evaluation of - 
Information 6 0 2:i o 1 1. 0 :1 0 14 j

. VI Pressure for .Decision 2 1 ; 2 i 0 2 1 0 0 2 ; 11
GRAND TOTAL OF CATEGORIZED COMMENTS 154

Reconsideration of the organisation of Table I indi
cated that further simplification was possible*. This was 
accomplished by reducing the number of categories to three* 
The reduction is shown in Table II* Reduction of the number 
of categories simplified the analysis* Ho loss of behavior 
description resulted from this procedure. It is apparent 
that behavior concerned with "determining the problem" 
(Category X9 Table I) is information-seeking behavior*
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TABLE II 

EEC ATBGOBIZATIOB 
OP "COMMENT STRIPS*

j C A T ' B* 0 O E I E S
---— — mm*. "gategorS

TOTALA B G b E, f I a..i.. H I J
Information 

I Seeking and 
Receiving

2? 10 23 7 6
i

10jl5 6 5 7 116

TT Information 
Evaluation 12 0 2 3 1

3 1
0 1 0 2^

TTT Generation of 
■ Alternatives 2 Q: A 0 2 1 2 1 2 1 15 ;

GRAND TOTAL OF REGATBGQRIEBB COMMENTS * 154

"Environmental pressure for decision11' (Category IV, Table I) 
refers to deadlines for decisions, supervisory pressure to 
make a decision, pressure to initiate decision-making be
havior, etc# These pressures are obviously perceived by 
the decision-maker and this perception is information-re
ceiving# "Consideration of outcomes of decisions" (Cate
gory IV, Table I) is information-evaluation behavior# The 
logic of placing Categories II, III, and V of Table I into 
Table II is obvious# The reduction is illustrated in Fig
ure 1#

Interpretation of the final analysis (Table I D # 
Caution was necessary in interpreting the contents of the 
interviews*. First, it could not be assumed that the fre
quency values reported in Table II represent the amount of 
time an executive spends in the behaviors listed in each
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CATEGORY I CATEGORY II^ CATEGORT III '

Information Information Generation
Seeking Evaluation of

and Alternatives
Receiving

/ \ Nv \
i N \

iatecorU 
I

PATB00EYI 
II

riliat Is 
the 

E'rcblem
Infer*
mation
Seeking

mATEGORY] 
VI

hres-sure 
for 

Decision

CATEGORY! 
IV

Consid
eration 
of 

Outcomes

mATFGORY] 
V

Evalu
ation 
of 

Informa
tion

ICaIEGCRY 
III

ienera- 
tion 
of 

Alterna
tives

’ Figure 1* Illustration of reorganization of six 
categories shown in Table I into three categories shown in 
Table II. Black border indicates categories shown in Table 
X« Red border indicates categories shown in Table II*

category** Logically, all that may be said in this regard is 
that a particular executive emitted a certain frequency of 
comments in Category I, Category II, and Category III* Ex
ecutive ”An, for example, emitted comments in Categories I, 
II, and III in approximate ratio of 14, 6 , and 1* This did 
not mean that Executive "A" emitted 14 times as much Cate
gory I behavior as he does Category III behavior, or twice 
as much Category I behavior as Category II behavior* Con
sider also Executive nBn* It could not be asserted that HBn 
emitted an infinitely greater amount of Category I behavior
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than he does Categories II and III behavior, nor can it be 
asserted that a sere frequency - means that an executive 
spends no time in that particular category of behavior#* I-t 
was just as reasonable to assume that he failed to mention 
this category of behavior during the interview.

It is not meaningful, to compare rigidly the frequency 
of comments In each category by executives. For example. 
Executive • nFn cannot be said to have emitted twice as many 
Category I acts as did Executive ?tIn*

The frequency totals of Categories I, II, and III, 
are in the approximate ratio of 6 , 1 and 1 , respectively.
It could not be assumed'that the average■executive decision
maker engaged in Category I behavior approximately six times 
more often than he engaged in Category II or III behavior.
The reason for these cautions is manifest, since the inter* 
view comments of Executive nAff may refer to his behavior 
over a one year period* while Executive f*Jft is referring to 
his behavior over a two week period* The number of decisions 
and the environmental conditions of .each executive are not . 
controlled and cannot be equated* Consequently, analysis 
and interpretation lacks the precision one might expect to 
find in a carefully controlled experiment*

It is apparent that executives in this study do en
gage in similar decision-making behavior patterns, i.e., 
some degree of generalisation of decision-making behavior is 
apparent regardless of the executives particular decision*
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making environment# All executives interviewed' reported en
gagement in "Information Seeking and Receiving" behavior# 
(.Category. I, Table 2} Seven out of ten executives reported 
"Information Evaluation11 behavior (Category II, ■ Table' II) , 
and eight out of ten reported "Generation of Alternatives" 
behavior#

■Summarily, then, three categories of decision-making 
behavior are reported# They are:

1# Information seeking and. receiving behavior.
2 . Information evaluation behavior,
3 # Generation of alternative courses of action be

havior.
It appears that if a game is to be designed to pro

vide a rich, controlled environment for observing executive 
dec!sion-making behavior, it should "set the stage" for 
emission of these three categories of behavior# This will 
be discussed further in the next chapter#



CHAPTER IV.

THE 0PI5RA1XOHAL GAME

In the first chapter a need is indicated for an * 
economical means of observing .and analyzing executive 'decim
al on-making behavior* Operational gaming may meet this

A

need if the game presents enough of the real life decision
making environment to nset the stage” for emission of deci
sion-making behavior. The attempt to mirror real life is
at the heart of operational gaming, according to Andlin- 

50ger * However, little would be gained by using operational 
games for the purpose of observing decision-making behavior 
if the game were as complex as the decision-making environ
ment in the actual business world* The game to be discussed 
in this .chapter permits simple, economical observation of 
information seeking and receiving, information evaluation 
and generation of alternatives*

I. GAME ILLUSTRATION AND DESIGN

The game is illustrated photographically, inasmuch as 
its bulk prevents inclusion* The, component parts of the 
game are not numbered in the photograph since they are easily 
ascertained by cursory inspection.

59G. R« Andlinger, ^Looking Around” Harvard Business 
Review, 3 6: 147-50, July-August, I95&*
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The game is composed of 5 basic parts:

1. Staff Description Cards
2. Information Cards 
3* Playing Chits

The Playing Board 
5* Instructions

i
\ ;
i
i ?<•: '•

X-.

Figure 2- The operational game 
playing board and its component parts

Part 5 is not shown in Figure 2. It is illustrated and dis
cussed in Section II of this chapter.

i m***

Atcirr
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Basic c.onsideratiops in designing the game * Economy 

is the Basic consideration* Consequently, all components 
are simple and easy to reproduce* The game is flexible and 
may be easily modified if the individual so desires* Bo 
special equipment for observation or computation is required. 
The game may be .played in any classroom, office or labora
tory and recorded observations are easily accomplished with 
scratch paper and pencil* Reference to Figure 2 shows the 
playing board as being made of wood* Experimentation has 
shown that a hand-drawn, lettered cardboard sheet will suf
fice for play, and is less costly* The cards used in the 
game may be made of ordinary 115 x B” and H3 x 5,f white cards, 
and; may be typed either individually or stenciled# Both 
methods have been found satisfactory. Playing chits may 
be any coinage of the realm, poker-chips, checkers, pieces 
of cardboard, etc.

The second important consideration is ’’realism. 11 The 
game should include the elements which were ascertained to 
be important, viz*, information seeking and receiving, in
formation evaluation, and generation of alternatives. The 
game must be real enough to challenge the player* He should 
become wego-involved. 11 Observation by the experimenter of 
players in action, indicates that the game is ego-involving* 
Further observation indicated that the player actively en
gages in information seeking and receiving, information 
evaluation, and generation of alternatives.
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The number of different alternatives generated by a 
player was selected as a measure of the richness of the game* 
The game would satisfy the imposed criterion of "richness” if 
the player generated several alternatives. To test this, 
seventeen students in a business management class played one 
session of the game* These students seemed specially desir
able, since they had been playing business games all semester 
and they exhibited considerable interest when initially que
ried. The students were asked to indicate alternative cours
es of action on a sheet of paper. These sheets were collected 
and a tally made of the different alternative courses of ac
tion generated by each player. Difference in courses of ac
tion per player was determined by the author* The results 
are presented in Table III. The total number of alternative

TABLE III 
RUMBEE OF PLATERS GENERATING 

VARIOUS FREQUENCIES OF ALTERNATIVES

FREQUENCY
of

ALTERNATIVES
; ' NUMBER ' 

of 
PLAYERS

5 4

4 £

1 5

courses of action generated among the group was S?. When a 
pooled comparison of these decisions was made it was found 
that 19 of the alternatives were ostensibly different* This
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was another indication that the game provides a rich deei** 
sion-making environment*

The modal number of alternatives generated is four. 
Cursory-inspection of the data in Table 111 indicates th$t 
the values cluster about the mode. In the absence of any 
evidence for comparison, the number of alternatives gener
ated, in this sample seems satisfactory.

The last basic consideration in design is playing 
time. Cursory observation of players in action indicates a 
modal playing time of about one hour. Occasionally a player 
completes.the game in as little as twenty-five minutes or 
as much as eighty minutes, however these occasions are rare* 
Naturally, playing time is a function of many factors, and 
as yet, these are not known with any degree of exactness*

An outline of the game action. Two people constitute 
a playing team. One member is the observer whose function 
is to observe the player in action and govern the play. The 
other member of the team is the player who functions as the 
decision-maker. The action involves the operation of a fic
titious firm* The player is informed of the firm’s organisa
tional structure, its history and the current business situ
ation. The player assumes the part of the general manager 
of the firm* His staff consists of a sales manager and a 
production manager, who report directly to him* The observer 
selects these two staff members from a population of nine
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individuals. Each of these nine individuals is described 
on a ff5 x card.

Information is received from customersf the sales 
department and the production department* These three infor
mation sources are represented by three sets of ten *3 x 5tt 
cards, making a total of thirty cards* Each card contains 
different 1nformation•

The general objective of the play is to discover the 
problems in the situation and generate alternative courses 
of action.

Staff description cards. Each of nine- staff members 
is named and described on a f,5 x $n white card* the names 
and descriptions are fictitious* These nine cards are shown 
in Appendix C. The observer selects two of these cards and 
places them on the playing board as is shown in Figure 2*
The two cards are illustrated in Figure 2 as they appear to 
the player during play. Thirty-six staff combinations are 
possible since the two cards used in playing the game come 
from a parent population of 9 cards*

Executives WBW, *I>”, ”EW, 1fFn > and «Jff
reported that they consider the credibility of a person who 
provides them with information as well .as considering credi
bility of the information, per se (Appendix B). Use of a 
parent population of nine cards may provide more opportunity 
to test this reported behavior. The game is flexible enough
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to permit reduction of the parent population of cards to a 
number not less than two* and the population may be in- 
creased if desired by producing more cards.

Twenty-eight military executives who were members 
of a Personnel Psychology Class at Kansas State- University 
independently ranked the nine cards in order of their desir
ability as a .staff member.

The rating sheet and the instructions for its- comple
tion appear in Appendix D* The data resulting from this 
procedure appear in Appendix B* These data were analyzed 
to determine the degree of agreement among the assigned 
ranks of the cards-by-computing Kendallfs Coefficient of 
'Concordance {$}* This value was .3 6 8 and was statistically 
significant (F « 15.72-, F < *01)#^® This indicates at least 
a modicum of agreement among the twenty-eight raters. Indi
vidual differences among raters may account for some of the 
disagreement.

Detailed instructions for the use of these cards dur
ing play appear in Section II of this chapter#

Information cards. Thirty information cards are in
cluded in the game and are presented in Appendix F. Table 
IV shows the color coding system and other descriptive data#

In each of three sets there are ter* cards# Each set

60' Solomon Diamond, Information and Error (New fork: 
Basic Books, Inc., I960)
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TABLE 1?

COLOR CODING SYSTEM OF 
INFORMATION CARDS

CARDS ARE 
COLORED:

INFORMATION
SOURCES ARE:

CARDS ARE 
NUMBERED:

WHITE CUSTOMERS 1 -1 0 inc.
YELLOW SALES DEPARTMENT 1 -1 0 inc.
**% Y* ip*** PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT ; 1 -1 0  inc.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF CARDS - 30

is colored differently as indicated in Table I? and Appen- 
dix F.

The color indicates the source of the Information on 
each card- Cards are numbered 1 through 10 inclusive., by 
source, for easy identification* Bach of the thirty cards 
contains a different item of information.

Specific instructions for use of these cards during 
play are given in Section II of this chapter*

Flaying chits Forty-eight playing chits are used in 
the game* Several of these playing chits are shown in Fig
ure 2. The chits constitute an information expenditure 
fund. The player pays .or forfeit© a predetermined amount 
of these chits each time he receives an information card.

Section II of this chapter presents detailed instruc
tions for use of these chits during play.

Playing: board. The author constructed the playing
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board* Construction time was approximately twenty man hours.

The bill of materials is shown in Appendix G* The 
dimensions given therein are approximate. The ingenious 
reader can easily reproduce a playing board of similar de
sign.

i ??The board’s overall dimensions are approximately 19|r 
x 14" x * Notice that the upper edge of the board is 
slotted for upright placement of the staff description 
cards* Each of the sections marked ACCEPT, REJECT and HOLD, 
measure approximately 4” x 5” and accommodate information 
cards* Two red strips separate the player* production man
ager and sales manager sections of the board*, {These appear
as dark strips in the photograph.J The block letters are
heat resistant, paraffin-backed and self-adhering, and come 
in large sheets* Each letter is cut out of the sheet, 
placed in proper position, and is adhered by rubbing the 
surface of the letter with a smooth metal instrument. (A 
table knife handle works very well.}

IX* GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLAT

The first part of this section presents player in
structions and the second part presents observer instruc
tions* These two sets of instructions should be reproduced 
separately* The advantages of separate instructions will 
become apparent to the reader as he studies them*
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, Player instructions* The following instructions are 

to be read fey the player*

player instructions

As an executive9 you are aware of the dif
ficulties in decision-making* No matter how 
hard you try, you seldom, if ever, can collect 
all the information about a situation which re
quires a decision* You are often limited by 
funds and facilities* You must meet deadlines* 
Regardless of these difficulties, you do make 
good decisions*

Scientists are searching for a better un
derstanding of decision-making processes* Ob
servation of decision-makers in action is one 
approach to gaining more insight into decision
making* However, observation in the work sit
uation is difficult and often prohibitively ex
pensive* Operational games are sometimes used 
as an economical means of observing executives 
in action* Ibis is such a,game.

Operational games are not toys* They sim
ulate the real world insofar as possible* The 
game you are about to play has been designed 
specifically for executives* You will find the. 
game interesting and challenging* It will take 
about one hour of playing time*

The game is not a test* Your "output” is 
not being measured* The game has no correct 
solution and there are no right or wrong an
swers*

Throughout the game, an observer will re
main with you* He will answer questions and 
guide the play. From time to time, he may give 
you instructions and ask questions*

The Situation
You will assume the role of General Manager 

, of the Wonderful Widget Company* The firm was 
founded in 1920 as a partnership, and was in
corporated in 1942*

The "Widget” is a common kitchen item which 
sells at a retail price of #2*98* The company 
manufactures the "Widget” and distributes it in 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Colorado
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and Kansas*

The basic design of the "Widget" has not 
changed since 194®* Since its appearance on 
the market, the "Widget" was manufactured in 
one chrome-plated model* Last year the chrome- 
plating was replaced with various colors of 
enamel*

As General Manager^ you are responsible 
for all operations of the business including 
production, sales, personnel hiring, purchas
ing, advertising, public relations and train
ing* The Sales Manager and Production Manager 
report directly to you* The organisational 
chart shows pertinent data:

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 
of

The Wonderful Widget Company

1 clerk

PRODUCTION MAN!SALES

Fabricators - 35
Packagers - 5
Inspectors - 6
Shippers -' 9

Salesmen - 11
Sales Trainees - 4

The solid line indicates normal"chain of re
sponsibility" and normal communication routes* 
The dotted lines indicate a communication 
route*

The general functions of those persons who 
report directly to you are as follows:



POSITION FUNCTIONS
SECRETARY "Girl-Friday*

SALES MANAGER Sales, distribution 
customer liaison

PRODUCTION MANAGER
Raw materials supply, 
fabri c a ti on 9 d e si gn,
packaging, inspection 
and shipping*
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t m  HAfE JUST RECEIVED THE MONTHLY SALES RE
PORT, WHICH INDICATES THAT SALES ARE DOWN 30%

FROM LAST MONTH

Please take as much time as you need to 
study the above instructions* When you have
finished* the Observer will explain how the
game is played*

Instructions for play * The instructions for play 
should be read to the player* This provides an opportunity 
to establish rapport and adds a personal touch to the re
lationship between player and Observer* During the play, you
should answer questions the player might have concerning 
rules of play, procedure, etc* It is important that you do
not provide informational cues, ©*g., do not amplify or
clarify information in the "situation*, on the cards, etc* 
The player is ”on his own.*

Present the following introductory material as soon as 
the Observer and player have met.?

INTRODUCTION
You and I make up a playing team* You 

will be the more active member of the team* I
will observe the action in the game, and play
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a few minor roles* You will play the major 
role in this game.**that of the decision
maker* You are called the Player* I will 
be’ referred to throughout the game as the 
Observer. After reading this material, we 
will proceed with the game. (Observer hands 
Player the sheet of PLAYER INSTRUCTIONS.}
When the Player has finished reading, you pre 
sent the INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLAT*

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLAY

You have studied the situation* and we 
are now ready to play the'decision-making game* 
(At this point, bring out the game board and 
its components.) This is the playing board 
and its components.

In the instructions you were told that 
you are the General Manager and that you have 
a staff**.a Sales Manager and a Production 
Manager. I will now assign your staff* {Se* 
lect two staff description cards and place them 
on the board, facing the player*) These cards 
describe your staff# Notice that their jobs 
are indicated by the symbols, ^PROD MGR CARD1* 
and nSAL£S MGR. CARD.?f Take a few minutes to 
study these descriptions* (Allow as much time 
as is necessary here.)

Notice the three stacks of cards, each 
colored differently* {Show the cards, briefly 
to the player, then remove the cards from the 
Player1s sight* Bo not indicate,.in any man
ner, the number of cards remaining.) The 
yellow cards represent information from the 
sales department, the white cards represent 
information from customers and the green cards 
represent information'from the production de
partment. You may gather information from 
these sources, and In addition you will re
ceive information from these sources from 
time to time* You may gather or receive only 
one information card at a time. To gather 
information, simply tell me from which source 
you want information, and I will provide the 
information card* You, as General Manager, 
may gather information from any source* You 
may gather the information yourself, or you 
may direct a staff member to get the informa
tion. This procedure is not without cost,‘



however* {At this point, place playing
chits on the board in the place provided.) - 
I have just given you 48 chits. M s  is your 
“information expenditure fund”* You must for
feit chits every time I hand you an informa
tion card. If you, as General Manager, per- 
aonally gather the information, the cost.is 
two chits per card. If you direct either the 
Production Manager or Sales Manager to get 
the information for you, the cost is one chit 
per card. -This.is realistic, since your time 
is, more costly than the time of a member of 
your staff. As Observer, I may hand you a 
card without your having asked me for it. In 
this case, I will be playing the part of 
either your Sales Manager or Production Mana- * 
ger. I will tell you which part I am playing 
each time, and you must forfeit one chit per 
card. To recapitulate for a moment..*in-' 
formation comes to you three ways: First,
you as General Manager may gather it from any 
source, at a cost of two chits per card. Sec
ond, you may direct a staff ■ member to gather 
it, at a cost of one chit per card. Third, 
a staff member may bring information to you 
”on his own,” i.e., without your directions 
to do so.

Notice the other components of the board, 
(pointing to specific parts as you explain 
them) First, notice.the three sections en
titled "PLATES", "PRODUCTION MANAGER," AND 
"SALES MANAGER.11 These sections are separ
ated by two red strips. The information cards 
are placed in these compartments. The titles 
indicate the person who has provided the in
formation, not the source of information. For 
example, if the "PRODUCTION MANAGER” gets an 
information card...either voluntarily or at 
your instructions...the card will be placed in 
the section labeled "PRODUCTION MANAGER." The 
red lines remind you that you must not move 
cards laterally, i.e., from one section to 
another.

The three sections which are separated 
by the red lines, contain three compartments 
each, which are labeled, from top to bottom, 
ACCEPT, REJECT, and HOLD, respectively.
(point to each compartment)

After studying an information card, you 
must place it in a compartment. If you believe 
the information on the card, and feel that it
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is applicable, you might place it in the "Ac
cept* compartment* If you disbelieve the in
formation, you might place it in the "Reject* 
compartment* If you are undecided, you might 
wish to place it in the "Hold* compartment* 
This procedure must be followed for each card, 
and you may not get another card until you 
have placed the card in the compartment you 
deem most appropriate. You may, at any time 
during the game, change the cards from one 
compartment to another*

As you can see thus far, the game centers 
around gathering and* evaluating information* 
You may take as long as you wish to gather 
and evaluate information, with one exception. 
If and when your supply of chits is exhausted, 
information gathering and receiving must 
cease* However, you may continue to evaluate 
the information already received.

When you have completed your evaluation 
of the information, you must generate alter
native courses of action* Write these courses 
of action on the sheet of paper I will provide 
for you (plain paper is fine) and rank your 
alternatives in order of desirability; one, 
being the most desirable, two, less desirable, 
etc* Ties are permitted. The number one al
ternative indicates that you would most likely 
initiate this course of action* This com
pletes the play.

Remember that I may ask you questions 
during the play*..this is not a test of your 
ability*..There are no right or wrong answers. 
Do you have any questions?

LET'S PLAY THE GAME'

Special Observer Instructions* This section'should 
be reproduced separately, and kept in the possession of 
the observer, since it pertains to manipulations which the 
observer performs*

OBSERVER OPERATIONS

1. To assign the staff - preselect the cards; or
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for random selection, shuffle the cards and 
draw two*

,2* To set up the information cards. * arrange 
them in predeterrnned^orWer,. .and record 
them by color and number as they are given 
to the Player; or, for random selection, 
shuffle each set, then record them by color 
and number*

3» To act as a staff member this may be done 
arbitrarily by the Observer* However, in 
real life, your assistants might report to 
you voluntarily at most any time, i.e., the 
procedure is of a random nature*

The procedure' that follows is a random 
one, using a Random Numbers Table* toy oth
er system of randomisation will do as well* 

Let the Player receive one information 
card* Consult the table, find a zero in 
any row, and mark it. This'is your start
ing point* The next number in the row is 
the number of the play where you act as a 
staff member. Mark this number, then count 
the plays made by the Player* For example, 
if this number was four, let the Player 
make three plays, then interrupt him, and 
play the part of a staff member on the 
fourth play* The next number in the row 
determines which staff member’s part you* 
will play. If the number is even (0,2,4, 
6 ,8 ), play the part of the Sales Manager.
If the number is odd, (1,3,5,7,9)* play 
the part of the Production Manager*

Other systems of random!sation may be 
adapted easily, at the OBSERVER'S CONVEN
IENCE*

4* What to do if a stack of information cards 
is exhausted -""if you discover that a pile 
of cards is exhausted, you simply draw 
from the" remaining, stacks* If this happens " 
and the player calls for a card from the 
exhausted stack, tell him that the source 
has been exhausted. Offer no other explana
tion!



CHAPTER V

SUGGESTIONS FOR RESEARCH 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

I* FUTURE RESEARCH IN OPERATIONAL GAMING
and decision-making

Certain possibilities for future research have be
come apparent but were beyond the scope of the present study. 
These possibilities are set forth as questions. The answers 
are not known to the author* It is hoped that the study will 
suggest other ideas for research to the reader*.

Influence of game factors* To what extent is the 
player influenced by game factors? Does he play the game 
as intended or does he try to Tfbeat the game"? If the game 
sets the stage for more of this type of behavior than be
havior in the real world, much of the purpose of the game 
.will have been lost* If he reacts to the game as a test, 
does this influence his observed game behavior?

Card colors and preference* Is there a tendency for 
a player or players to prefer one color of information card 
over another? If color does influence the player, can this 
influence be used as a predictor of decision-making be
havior?
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The game as a teat* Can the game be used as a selec

tion deviee for future executives? How pure is the game as 
a measure of the "decision-making factor”? What factors, 
already known, does the game measure, and how much of each 
factor?

Humber of cards studied. 1© there a relation among 
the number of cards evaluated by the Flayer and the number 
and kind of alternatives generated? Is there a tendency 
for the Flayer to gather all the cards he possibly can?

Staff, description cards and credibility. To what ex
tent is the Player*s information evaluation behavior affect
ed by information contained on the Staff Description Cards? 
Does the decision-maker evaluate, the source of information, 
whether the source be a card, a. machine, or a person? What 
is the relation between.degree of belief of the reporter 
and the information reported? If a decision-maker evaluates 
information sources for credibility, what criterion does he 
use?

Sequential effects of information* To what extent is 
decision-making behavior affected, by preceding information? 
Does information contained on a card affect subsequent in
formation gathering and evaluation? Are information items 
combined addilively or are items of information treated as 
being related or dependent?
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^Goodness” of alternatives* What is a good course of 

action? Is there a right course of action? Gan alternatives 
generated in this game be so evaluated.? If so, -what criter
ion is suitable to make this judgment? Perhaps it is better 
to ask: Are some courses of action better than others, con
sidering the circumstances?

Background differences and game behavior. Experienced 
executives and inexperienced college students have been 
used to develop this game* D6es the behavior generated in 
the game differ between the two groups?

Influence of instructions on the play. How do the 
instructions influence the play? Would less definite in
structions add to or detract from the richness of the game, 
behavior?

II. SUMMARY kUB CONCLUSIONS

An operational game has been presented as a means 
for observing executive decision-making behavior. In de
signing the game, the underlying assumption was that mean
ingful observations of decision-making processes are pos
sible by providing a rich, controlled environment, which 
will ”set the stage” for emission of decision-making be
havior*

Executives were interviewed and the interviews were 
analysed in order to ascertain certain essential elements
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in decision-making behavior. The game has been designed 
with these behavioral elements as its basis,. The elements 
lire re:

1* Information gathering and receiving
2. Information evaluation
3. Generation of alternative courses of action.
The game may be reproduced economically. It is

flexible and simple in design.
Observation by the author of players in action, in

dicates that the game is ego-involving. It is concluded 
that the game does set the stage for emission of certain 
essential elements of decision-making behavior as herein 
defined.
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APP.BSDIX A

JOB TITLE ABD FIRM, OF EXECUTIVE IWTERVJEWEES-

EXECUTIVE POSITION OR TITLE FIRM OR m s im s s

. l\ Hospital Administrator General Hospital

B Sales and Public 
Relations Director

Real Estate 
Development Co*

0 City Planner City of Buenos 
Aires, Argentina {also University 
professor)

D Assistant'District 
Manager

Telephone Company

E Office Manager and , 
Personnel Director

Distributor and 
Manufacturer of 
Automobile parts, 
Air-Conditioning
and Home Appliances

F Air Force R.C.T.C* 
Commandant {Lt* Col*,
BSAF

University of 
Omaha■Air Force 
Reserve Officers 
Training Corps

a Partner and General. 
Manager

Supermarket Dis
play Equipment 
Manufacturers

H Vice President 
, For Personnel

Utilities Company

I Vice President, 
'Partner

Electrical Con
tracting Company

J Part Owner, Member of Board, Vice Presi
dent

Steel Company

Karnes on File.in Bureau of Industrial Testing, 
Municipal University of Omaha
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EXECUTIVE *A»

HOSPITAL-ADMIHISTEATOR

Kinds of Decisions
Equipment purchasing (IGfc to #30,000}
Hiring and placement

Personael evaluation
Who is supervisor?
Replace department head 
Evaluate reports from department heads 
Budget report evaluation 

How 1 make Decisions
Problem « Man wants to join medical staff.*

Evaluate form, request information about background,
request evaluation from executive committee. (Colored surgeon.)
Tentative decision was to f?shelfn applicant.
Applicant has returned and wants to know why he hasn’t been 
hired.
1 consider noxv - What am I going to do?

Question » What-is going to happen if we bring another colored 
doctor on the staff? (We already have one*) What is the 
possible effect on the hospital? What impact will influx 
of colored patients and visitors have on rest of hospital?
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Conclusions - I will have Board of Trustees call meeting of three 
hospitals to find out what total impact this might have on 
"hospital industry11 and community*
What is impact on colored population? Will we lose good, 
educated, cultured negro, and still.be saddled with the low 
■economic status negro?

Personnel Dec1ai on
To keep person or not*

Information gathering - Test man in several jobs# Degrees 
of credibility regarding information provided by my sub** 
ordinates#
Hew Man - I must test man to establish degree of belief# Tou 
must know individuals long enough to have empirically tested 
their credibility*
If I have had experience in area, this enables me to make 
decision much more easily, of course, experience often "bogs 
one down", i#e#, ybu should not let past experience interfere 
with new possibilities.

Decision on Buying Expensive Machine?
Problem ~ Buy or not to buy?

1 ask - cost?, etc.
X eonsIder, patient comes first#
Bach of us, in making decisions has a basic philosophy* 
Difficult to "make decisions", but got to do it. Consider the 
outside pressure for decisions. This forces me to make 
decision*
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A HOVEL SITUATION

k man walks in my office and says nI didn*t get a a X-ray to-day. and 
Ifm very unhappy.”
Problem - what to do?

First, Ifm pleasant and I listen to his problem* X called 
nurse and asked about background* Doctor forgot, but I can't 
tell man this because of ethics* X called nursing director 
and asked for written report concerning this* I explained 
that this was due to communication problem. Man left office 
and was happy*

AGAIM, COMPLAIKSS
I must gather facts* I want opinions*

Two heads are better than one* A group of people very often 
come up with good decisions* Sometimes X consider junior 
executive development and X accept decisions to encourage 
them to ”think for themselves”*

In hospital field, X always ask, how will decisions affect public 
opinion? I cannot 19operate in the red”* I must satisfy 31 board 
members, e.g. we would like to raise wages of our people, but how 
would this be received by public*
You must justify your decision, particularly unto yourself* You must- 
have facts to back you up*

I look for better alternatives*
X do time and motion study, a cost analysis, materials used 
per case, overhead costs, personnel losses, etc. (this is in 
regard to subsidy)



What kinds of facts do I need* Whom should I contact? How 
many people?
1. What do I want to find out?

A* Where are the specific problems?
B. What are the specific problems?

2* Where do I get the facts?
3 * How do I get the facts?
4* When do 1 get the facts? (Considering, sampling)
I receive facts* I evaluate facts for: completeness, 
pertinence, comprehensiveness* Also, I evaluate people who 
report facts to me.

PRESSURES ~ business, home, family, wife, community, competition.

EXECUTIVE "B"
REAL ESTATE - DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS AMD SALES

Kinds of Decisions
Sales and Public Relations
Merchandising (everything that affects final sale of the home) 

Types of Decisions in My Field
1 # Personnel Selection - Sales & Secretarial
2. What, When, Where. How to generate sales publicity.
3 . Marketing decisions*

How I Make Decisions
1. My yardstick for decisions is business success*

(Profit motive); self-satisfaction; and satisfaction in our 
work.
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2. I make decisions in the interest of our business* $0 progress 

without decisions*
3 * Decision - making is a necessity' in business*
personnel selection

First, attract applicants for vacancy*
Next interview applicant and give applicant application blank. 
If I’m still interested, I have lunch with applicant, discuss 
tests, and ’’feel him out”* I ask man to call Bill Jaynes to 
make appointment for testing. This evaluates initiative* If 
I don’t receive application blank, I forget man* I check out
side sources*
Applicant takes exam* I receive report from Bill Jaynes* If 
satisfactory, I have man make appointment for interview re: 
exam results*
I request a credit report#
Then, decide Hire or not hire
I evaluate source credibility oh basis of business judge
ment and experience*
I use group process (a family concern}* Retain service of 
experts*

A GENERAL PROBLEM
A balance in'the firm between construction and sales* Interchange 
of information*
How is profit in the business?



EXECUTIVE "G«
CXTf PLANNER

Types of Decisions
* *

Regarding Inflow of goods (consumables) into a city*
Location selection and design of supermarkets in neighborhoods 
In-Buenos Aires#

The Problem - choose location and design*
How

Study production and distribution,' wholesale and retail possibilities* 
Availability of land* I consider sites and land availability*

I decide to- locate market#
Then., 1 must decide how to keep neighborhood supplied {if 
building new location involves destroying old market*}
I must be aware of and consider public pressure upon myself 
and the -city mayor* I must compromise between farmer group 
pressures and' location of markets* i*e*f satisfy farmers and 
asthetlc and health and design demands*
X must decide upon architectural design* Should the supermarket 
be conventional and fit into the background or should it be

r

different?
\

Another very important decision was whether to quit my job 
or not (as city planner).*

I evaluate neighborhoods# Density, etc#
Use aerial photographs and census reports*

Consider policies, etc* Get information* I get information 
on availability of land from members of my staff* X try to 
select government land (cheaper) , otherwise recommend purchase 
of land*
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I divide responsibilities to my staff leaders, and select staff 
to work with him* I must, e*g*t select good leader, good drafts
man, etc* on team*
1 apply principles of architecture and planning which X have 
learned* I consult publications by authorities*

A nomh SITUATION (Planning)
I define and outline the problem*
What is the end-goal?
For whom am I designing?
1 determine degree of similarity between past situations and 
present situation, and research other sources for information 
that might shed light on the problem*
I gather information -

Interview sellers and buyers 
Officials who will .manage market 
Thru my staff 
My own experiences 

(I am compelled to make a decision within a certain period of time*
I had deadlines to meet*)

1 choose among three or four alternatives. Of course, we could go 
on ad infinitum and end up with hundreds of alternatives#
I would evaluate reports from individuals* The mechanics of the re
port is important*
Presuming that I must choose between reports,
I attach weight to various sources, i.e., I evaluate degree of belief 
of various reporters or sources of information*



EXECUTIVE
ASSISTANT DISTRICT - MANAGER, TELEPHONE COMPAMI 

Kinds of Decisions
Sales promotion expenditures*
Hiring-decisions and separation decisions 
training decisions
Collection decisions (account collection}
H ow .
Consider tariff situation* If applicable, X base decision in part 
on'this* this is my basic guide*
What - Account Collection
Consider - expenses, minimum loss, customer satisfaction, cost of 
Collection*
How
In collection case, I receive a report with recommendation as to 
whether to handle this as a collection or drop the matter* I con
sider the report itself, and X evaluate the reporters1 ability by 
considering his past performance, judgement, experience* 1 survey 
the material in report, then draw my own conclusion* X would then 
agree or disagree based on facts at hand, giving benefit of the 
doubt for variable situations, i*e*, if X feel that his judgement is 
decent, X will agree, since part of my job is to train my junior 
executives in making decisions*
I•would request additional information, if X feel that I can!t 
make a good decision based on the material in the report* You get 
a feeling about reports as to their completeness based on past 
experience*
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I must oftea decide whether to accept ray subordinate's recomraen-* 
dation not to collect or search for more information*
I am pressured to decide because subordinates need decision so 
that they, .may take action* I must help him meet his deadlines (a 
moral obligation on ray part)
I check procedures and company policy*
1 feel that I must accept the responsibility for my decisions*

EXECUTIVE «E"
OFFICE MANAGER - PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

{Distributors of Auto Parts and Supplies, Horae Appliances, and Air 
Conditioning#)
Kinds of Decisions

Decisions with our independent union (arbitration and negotiation)
Expenditure decisions*

How
I consider possible outcomes of my decision {Conditional approach) 
If I do this, then what will happen, I must justify my decisions* 
I consider company policy and use this as a reference framework* 
Consciously and unconsciously I consider as many alternatives as 
possible*

1* Consider policy
2. Research alternatives (discussion, reports, personal

inspection, interviews)
EXAMPLE

Problem - to improve multilith procedure
Gather information from multilith dealers, printing, shop 
operators* I tested machine by having girls all operate for
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two weeks on a trial basis* ■ I checked cost of materials and 
processes with old set up and new .machine* To .buy new 
machine 1 had to eliminate one man from printing shop*

I derived five possible alternatives*
1* Buy new machine now*
2 . Don’t buy new machine now*
3* Keep old procedure temporarily,: buy machine later*
4* Change print shop set up*
5* fire manager of print shop*

I decided to postpone buying machine and approach manager of print 
shop who was just newly hired at time of this decision, in about six 
months, when he better understands job*

E20BCUTIVE wF1f 
AFROTC COMMANDANT OF CADETS

Types of Decisions 
1* Personnel

A* Recommendations for promotions 
B* Efficiency reports
C.• Manpower utilization 
B. Disciplinary decisions
E. Elimination decisions (cadets)*

2 * Training decisions*
How

Efficiency Report (e.g.)
1 * I maintain a behavior log.

m
2 . I consult my staff concerning ratee*
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3* I consult the Air Force Regulation governing this,
4 , I consider alternatives in rating*
I consider possible outcomes of decision, X ask, how does this 
affect le, the individual,, my organisation. The easiest solution 
is not always the right one*'
In one rating, higher headquarters sent it back thinking 1 had 
rated the man too high. Again, I was faced with a decision. Should 
I change my rating? Did I need more information and justification? 
Should X "beef~up” my supporting comments.

Consider,'a cadet I just eliminated. Prior to deciding,
X ask myself **

1, Is he a good cadet? Yes,
2, Is he good officer potential. Yes, but he has low grades*
3# Mill low grades affect his performance?
4 * X gambled on this boy and gave him several chances, but he 

failed and I had to eliminate him.
There seems to be several things involved, A certainty or objectivity.
X use staff studies. Staff opinions, "Two heads are better than one".
I weigh past performance and experience of my researchers or staff 
members*
I feel that the more experience X get, the more likely I am to make 
a right decision. However, X know that there is a gambling or 
uncertainty element involved1.
There is an optimal point in decision making, i.e., the right time 
to make a decision. This is determined often by deadlines, superiors, 
conscience, information received, alternatives in view.
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Beyond this, you find a "point of diminishing returns* i . e . i t  doesnft 
pay to hold off on your decision*
If possible, I like to "sleep on my ideas" or reflect on them*

EXECUTIVE "G*
FARTHER AND GENERAL MANAGER - Manufacturer of Display 

Equipment for Supermarkets.
Kinds of Decisions

g1** ■ 'N—̂Mrŵ w* i # mm *mmi iiwWiiiMWuiwwui.M'

1* Personnel - training and acquiring managers and supervisors.
Foreman, sales managers,

2 * Purchasing 
3* Buying

How
Examine the problem* Decide what you have - to know. I do a lot of 
reading. Two papers per day (Daily Herald and Wall Street Journal).
I skim and read about 60 magazines a month to keep currently apprised. 
I also read Dunnts Review, Fortune, Newsweek, Time. I read magazines 
concerning price review.
Decided to set up purchasing department, and take away minor pur
chasing from foreman.
I get particular information.
Problem - Industrial Engineering as it affects our industry, i.e., 
Motion and TimeStudy. I purchased several books. I am worried 
about the degree of efficiency of our employees. I want to get into 
incentives and profit study. Ifm worried about employee motivation.
I believe you must be positive in your decision making. lou must 
sell people on your decision. I do NOT like committee decisions.
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X evaluate my .sources of information* I question myself everytime 
I make my decision* 1 try to reduce subjectivity. The more you 
expose .yourself to information, the' more objective you become* i.e.- 
the more you remove uncertainty*

Problem
Company owned us. Family, owned corporation vs* Publicly owned corp
oration.

Partnership - Pros and cons
* -sTax advantages in buying equipment*
Close control* More secretive regarding inventory, net worth*
Worry about employee motivation.
Supervisors - limited continuity.
Unlimited liability*

Corporation - disadvantage* Always scrutinized by Treasury*
X weigh all pros and' cons* The M g  question here is how to weigh all 
the pros and cons.
We have decided to become a family owned corporation, then, later to- 
become an employee owned corporation*

I evaluated all reasonable alternatives*
I ask also, wXs this a decision I must make within a day, a week, 
a month**, etc. An executive cannot afford to postpone decisions, how
ever, he should not rush his decisions. It becomes a matter of 
available time, and you should gather all 'the information you can 
within the time limit*
The successful executive is one who maximizes correct decisions 
over the long run* You must consider costs. You must delegate 
decisions* This per se, is a terrific decision*
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You must- really consider all possible alternatives in tool designing#
We have made mistakes in the past by not considering alternatives#

EXECUTIVE «H»
VICE PRESIDENT FOR PERSONNEL 

Utilities Company
Kinds of Decisions

Salary, placement at higher level, i ;e., recommendations to high 
levels, (e*g* vice presidents salaries#} Final salary decisions for 
middle management personnel#
Reorganisation decisions# Final decisions, mitidle-tnanagement and 
below. Benefits for employees#

How X Make,.Decisions.
1. Recommendations of my subordinates are highly considered from

a technical standpoint. I sometimes alter their recommendations 
considering the management climate" higher up. I encourage 
them to give me their best technical recommendations.

2 # Management Climate « the attitude of my superior and my approp
riation of the problems facing him. My superior*s personal
outlook, the industry as a whole.

When X submit a proposal, it is in such a form that it will maximize
the possibility of being approved.
When I have the final "say so", X consider past practice. If I’m 
making a decision where there is no precedent, I consider all data, 
what is best for the company, my superiors feelings as to how he 
would handle it.
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I find I make wrong decisions when I become impetuous*.
TIMING IS SIGNIFICANT

Many times I will .gamble on a decision (which, if time permitted, 
I would like to check out with my superior, but .for some reason, 
he can’t be reached). There are times when a decision must be 
made*

EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT 

Industrial Electrical Works
Manage Electrical Contracting. Must work through competitive bidding
(about
Kinds of Decision Areas

Public Relations essentially with customers
Employee Relations
Government asks us to bid a job#

1* Determine what kind of job it is*
2. Ask, frCan we handle this?” Too big, too small or O.K.?
3* What amount of competition is involved. As number of

bidders increase, our interest decreases.
4* Weigh jobs according to amount of labor, materials, etc.

i.e., each .job is different.
5. labor is your greatest, most risky variable.
6 . Who are owners, architects, other contractors?
7 . We have certain degree of faith in others based on past

performance. Many people make mistakes by rushing into 
a decision too quickly, i.e., they fail to consider
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all possible alternatives*
Postponing decisions is important* liming is important* I have a
standing order for my foremen, when someone demands something, of 
them, 1 have them hold off, and stall*
■It isn’t just a question of delaying, but delaying to wait for the 
opportune time* More is to be gained by waiting and weighing, conse
quences*
Error in decisions often result from;

1 * Acting precipitously; or
2. Postponing too long*

These are the extremes of error*
You may test out an unknown person or company by the "trial-run" 
method* Try him out on a small job and see how he handles it.
X try to reduce alternatives to a minimum number of good alternatives. 
Consider the long range or short range approach.
The long-term approach is the best. Decisions based on short-term 
gains is usually not'so good*

The Number 1 premise in decision-making is self-confidence in the 
field in which you are deciding. You must understand your own interests 
and the interests of other people. Ethics is important here. Work for the 
company’s benefit and your customer’s benefit. This is a method of 
establishing long-range confidence.

You must know your own capabilities.
Profit'motive and profit increase is important.
Suggest profit making for game*
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EXECUTIVE wJn 
PERSOKBEL DIRECTOR

Steel Company
Kinds of 'Work ~ Personnel director, part-owner, board of directors*•
Since I am part owner, I am much more free in making decisions*
How

1* What best serves the interest of the company?
2. Facts alone are not enough in making decisions* Xou must have

feelings in decision making*
3 • Xou must evaluate your sources of information* People tend

unconsciously to wcolortf their reports* The best way to over
come this is to ask several people to research the same problem, 
and use an tTaverageTt approach*

4* Fact finding is paramount in every situation.
5* Tou have a sense of uncertainty - regarding time, amount of

information*
6 . The executive1s job is to make decisions*
7* Tou cannot delay decision making because of unwillingness to

attack the problem*
8m Committee functions best as a fact-finding group. They do not 

operate well as policy makers.
9m There almost always are several approaches to a problem*
10* I would attempt to select the least number of reasonable alter

natives, then make my decision.
11. "Two heads are better than one11* This is the advantage of many 

people studying problems.
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12* The decision maker should stay within his own field* He should 
not consider factors at other levels*

13* There is a concept of losing battles to win wars.. This is
hard for many decision makers^/The capability of a person to 
yield or sacrifice is a big/factor*

One of the first questions - should I be the one to make the decision 
or someone else make it?
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RA.RCID E.
*•* "Harold has been with the company for twelve years. He is 
40 yearsi old, married and has two children. He is a high 
tschool graduate. Prior to working for the Wonderful Widget 
Company, he was a door-to-door salesman for a well known 
brush company. Prior to that, he owned his own used-car lot, 
but due to poof management on his part, he lost the business#
He is boastful, inclined to exaggerate, and tends to gloss 
over details in his work. He is patronly to his subordi
nates, and occasionally goes overboard in defending his, 
subordinates. ♦ -

*

"Siwfr—

RODGER W.

Rodger is forty years old, married, with po children# He 
has been with the company for twelve years. He has two years 
of college. He was a pre-medical student. Prior to being 
promoted to manager, Rodger worked as assistant manager in 
the production department for two years, and as a salesman 
for two years. He has difficulty in organizing his reports, 
and he must rely heavily on his subordinates for report 
accuracy.' He xvorks very well under pressure, and, more 
than once, has come through win a pinch11.
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JOHN K*
John is married, 38 years old, and the father of three 
children. He holds a Baehelor of Science degree in Buaineocr 
Administration and a MasterTs degree in Economics# John 
is aggressive* alert, and very intelligent* He is an 
excellent organizer and planner* He' has held the position 
of manager of a large chain store* Several companies have 
tried to persuade John to work for them, but he has turned 
down these offers* He is 11 research—minded1*, and has a kn&ck 
for digging out information*

GEORGE C.
George has been with the company for nine- years* He has 
been manager for two years* He is 36 years old, married, 
and has four children* He holds a Bachelor of Science - 
degree in retailing and marketing* George is very popular 
with everyone in the company and is always “the life of 
the party’1* He is definitely not a “paper-work11 or detail 
man* He relies heavily on his subordinates for reports*
In the past, this has led to inaccuracies in reports to 
the president, and he has been called to account for this 
on several occasions. He has a knack for getting the 
most out of his subordinates, and morale always seems to 
be high in his department*
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JAMES J.
Jim is a hard working member of the staff. He is known 
as a strict, but fair-minded individual Jim drives himself 
and his subordinates, but always seems to get the job done. 
He is formal and stiff in his dealings with others, and he 
has difficulty working with other members of the staff* 
Consequently, others often.resent his presence. He holds 
a Bachelor of Science degree in engineering. He is 41 
years, old, and has been a member of the company for 18 
years. Six months ago he was promoted to manager. Jim 
is married and has two children, both of whom are in 
college*

WILLIAM W.

Bill is single; 40 years old, a high school graduate, and 
quite the ”ladies man”. He is not very well liked by his 
subordinates* or his fellow staff members. He has a 
tendency to undermine others, and fails occasionally to 
support his subordinates. Recently, his work has been 
mediocre* Routine reports from his department are often 
late. When confronted with this, ■rfe has a tendency to 
avoid the responsibility for this, and blames others.



RALPH H .
Ralph has been with the company Tor twenty-five years* He
is 48 years old, and has two sons in college* He is a :
widower* Ralph came up through the ranks, and has held
several jobs in each of the departments. For several years I
in a row, he was cited as outstanding salesman, while a
member of the sales department* Ralph is a high school
graduate* He is driving and extremely ambitious— always |
,on his toes. Occasionally he exhibits a disregard for the
feelings of others, and several members of the firm have
complained about h^s 11 throat—cutting1*, ’'back-stabbing1*
activlti§ s••

ii

L&1RMCE G.

Lawrence has been with the company for twenty years. He 
has been manager of his department for ten years. He holds 
a Bachelor of Arts degree in mathematics* Recently he has 
experienced marital difficulties. For the past few months, 
he has been very irritable., and tends to become upset over 
minor things* Morale in his department has been low*
Several subordinates have submitted complaints concerning 
his abusiveness towards them* To date, his department 
appears to be functioning well, however, tardiness and 
absenteeism has increased in his department in the past week* 
He resents suggestions for improvement.



Paul is married - no children* He is 37 years old, and 
prior to last year, his record indicated only an eighth 
grade education# This year he m s  awarded his high school 
diploma, and he has recently enrolled in night school in 
the local university* He has come up through the ranks. 
Paul is hard-working, eager to learn, and ambitious* In 
his zealousness, he gives the impression of coldness* He 
is the type of person who can always be counted on to turn 
out a good job, regardless of the nature of the task*
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instructions

Tou have just been given a rating sheet and nine 
cards| each of which contains a name and description of a 
fictitious individual* Please check to insure that the 
cards are correct* The names of the cards are:

JOHH K.
JAMES J.
GEORGE C.
BOBGBR W.
PAUL M*
RALPH H.
LAWRENCE G*
HAEOLD H.
WILLIAM W.

Assume that one of the persons described and named 
on these cards will fee assigned to your staff* On the ratt
ing sheet, name and rank these persons from one to nine in
clusive. **.♦. one being most desirable, nine, the least de
sirable. Tou may use any staff position as a criterion for 
evaluation, but be sure to consider all persons for this 
one j ob,.

If there are any questions, please let me know.
PLEASE DO HOT COHSDLT OHE AHOTHER BEGARBIKG THE BATI8G3
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B 1 5 7 4 2 3 6 9 a
9 4 6 1 2 5 3 9 a 7
10* 1 7 5 3 4 2 a 6 9
11 2 1 5 4 3 7 6 9 a
12 1 5 3 2 7 6 4 a 9
13 1 3 2 4 7 5 9 6 a
14 1 3 2 6 5 4 B 7 9
15 1 4 7 5 3 2 6 a 9
16 1 3 7 5 2 4 6 a 9
17 1 7 2 6 5 3 a 4 9
IB 1 2 5 4 6 3 7 9 a
19 1 3 7 5 2 4 6 9 a
20 1 3 4 5 2 6 7 a 9
21 2 5 1 6 •3 4 7 a, 9
22 1 4 5 3 2 6 a 7 9
23 1 7 2- 6~ 5 3 4 9 -a -
O). 1 *7 A 7 n $25 1 2 4 7 3 5 6 a 9
26' 1 2 7 " r 3 4 6 a 9
2? 1 4 6 5 3 2 7 9 a
2 B 1 2 4 5 3 6 7 a 9
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J The Jones Specialty Company discon- 
r tinued ordering our product because de- 
! livery was promised by a certain date,
\ but the order arrived several days late. 
This is a large loss, as Jones was our 

I largest wholesaler.
ir

; Several customers have been handling a i 
competitive product similar to "Widget”. " 
It is called the "Snarky", it sells at i
about the same price as' the "Widget11 and j 

i appears to be of similar quality. Be- *
• ing comparatively new, it does not en- !
joy the prestige of the "Widget". ,

A customer complained that the sales
man is unable to answer questions con- 

I cerning the product. The customer in- 
| dicated to the salesman that he would 

like to have information concerning 
. all the colors available. The sales
man informed the customer that he 
didn!t have such information, but 
that he would try to get the informa
tion as soon as possible.

; 4

jj Information from customers has been re
ceived in the past six months praising 
the idea of the colored enamel coatings 
o£> the "Widget". Eight months ago, when 
we replaced chrome with colored enamel 

j coatings, we did so with the idea In 
I mind that color would be an "eye- 
catcher". • •
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Although we have used the hardest, harm
less colored enamels developed in the 
industry, the company has received com
plaints from the home consumer stating 
that often times the enamel chips off 

| the "Widget”, making it less attractive. 
Also, particles of enamel get into the 
food during preparation.

6
'J? 1

Wholesalers and retailers have voiced 
l many opinions about the difficulties of 
keeping the cardboard instructions that 
go with the !fWidgetfl taped down to the .* 
product. Often the product becomes de
tached from the instruction sheet. The ■ 
card contains instructions, and serves 
as an attractive, contrasting backing.
It is secured with "scotch-tape”. ,

The Jones Specialty Company handled our j
' product for many years and was one of 1
our largest wholesale customers. Jones 
is .alleged to be in financial difficulty 
and is attempting to liquidate. They 
have discontinued the purchasing of our *
product. j

8

Perry Brothers, Inc., one of our largest-^ 
; wholesalers, has c.omplained twice in the 
. past six months about receiving shipments 
of "Widgets” with the attached cardboard 
instruction sheet damaged. They claim 
that this gives the product a used look 

 ̂ and makes it difficult to sell.



A survey of our wholesale customers 
reveals that orders have been received 
in sufficient time in most cases. |f
With the exception of the Jones Com
pany, the customers interviewed ex
pressed satisfaction with delivery 
date and condition of merchandise.

Our main competitor, The Snarky Company, 
has recently entered into an intensive 
advertising program. They are selling 
both a deluxe chrome model and enameled 
regular models.



Production costs have increased 4% in 
the past year in the manufacturing of 
the "Widget”. The wholesale and retail 
prices of the "Widget” have remained 
the same.

The Production Department is one man 
short in inspection and one man short 
in shipping, however, deadlines have 
been met.

The inspectors complain that lighting 
is not adecuate to detect flaws in the 
"Widget”. About one month ago, the 
president toured the Production Depart
ment. Lighting appeared adequate and 
no complaints were made when he asked 
about lighting conditions.

Last month inspection rejected 200 
"Yi/idgets", out of 5000 produced for. tlie 
month. This month there were 350 
"Widgets" rejected out of 8500 produced 
for the month. Rejection percentages 
range between 3% and 4% per month*

■I



The "Widget” is placed on its cardboard 
backing by hand, and secured in d a c e  
with two strips of "scotch-tape %  A 
good packager can turn out a maximum of 
15C completed items in an hour, with an 
average rate of 120 items per hour for 
an eight hour day. The overall pack
aging average is 9b items per man hour 
for the section.

1

The Production Department has had the 
lowest man hour loss due to sickness, 
accidents and general absenteeism in 
the past year. Less complaints are 
received from the Production Department 
than from any other department.

bince the changeover from chrome- 
plating to baked enamel coating, the 
output of the fabricating section has 
increased aoout 50%. There has been 
no noticeable "backlogging" in pack
aging, inspection or shipping, since 
the changeover.

borne grumbling about heat from the en
amel baking oven. A complaint ĉ rne from 
two men who formerly worked with the 
chrome-plating baths. They claim that 
the oven throws so much heat that pro
auction rates suffer throughout the 
Production Department ( All production 
facilities are in one building )
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Approximately 40^ of thp Production 
Department employees are women. The 
women are concentrated in the pack
aging and shipping sections.

10
A suggestion has been received from an 
employee in the department concerning 
use of the chrome-plating eauipment.
He suggests that market research be in
itiated to determine demand for the 
chrome-plated mpdel. He suggests that 
if demand still exists for the chrome- 
plated model, the company should use 
the old plating equipment and produce 
both chrome and enamel models.



1

Salesmen are not satisfied with their 
travel allowance. They complain that 
8ii per mile is not sufficient and that 
they end up paying money out of their 
own pockets for road expenses. They use 
their own automobiles. Other companies 
pay about the same rate.

— —
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t
Two salesmen have quit in the past 
month, giving no reason. These sales
men have been replaced by new salesmen, 
but it will take anywhere from three to 
six months to train them properly. New 
salesmen are trained by accompanying 
senior salesmen on the job. This period 
varies depending on how quickly the 
trainee learns the job.

One salesman was overheard commenting 
on the quality of the ’’Widget”. He in
dicated in his comments that he had 
noticed that the quality of the finish 
of the ’’Widget” had .deteriorated over 
the past two months. Two other sales
men who were present said they were 
having difficulty selling ’’Widgets” for 
the same reason.

You receive information to the effect 
that the salesmen’a reports are not be
ing completed on time, nor are they 
current and accurate. It is alleged 
•that in reality sales are up from last 
month, but the monthly consolidated 
sales report doesn't reflect this due 
to the inaccuracy, lateness, and in
completeness of the salesmen's reports.
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A recheck of the monthly consolidated 
sales report shows a discrepancy in total 
sales volume. It appears that this 
month’s sales volume is about equal to 
last month’s vol'ime. (The Sales Manager 
was sick during this period and the 
senior salesman prepared the report.)

!
It is reported that salesmen are having 
difficulty maintaining orders with reg
ular customers, let alone finding new 
customers. The report alleges that this 
is cue to ’’sales resistance1’. A compet
itive company is producing an item sim
ilar to "Widget” but is selling the item 
at a slightly lower price,. (Snarky Co.)

7

Salesmen have been promising delivery of 
shipments in advance of the usual de
livery -Dime to customers. There has 
been difficulty in the past with late 
deliveries and evidently this is an 
attempt to regain good will with custom
ers. No attempt has been made to co
ordinate with the production department 
concerning scheduling of orders and 
production time reqiiired.

-  1 — — — -----------------------  h - ~-  —    -

8
The "Widget" has been manufactured and 
distributed for the past ten years in 
mid-western states only. To cover a 
larger area, the company would have to 
expand its operations considerably. A 
competitive product, the "Snarky", is 
produced in New York and is being dis
tributed in thirty five states. The 
bnarkv Company has been in business for 
two years, and expanded into our area 
about six months ago.

102
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The Sales Department is using a sales 
manual which was written during the Com
pany^ first year. Each salesman has a 
copy of this basic sales manual. He 
also receives revision sheets from time 
to time. ( The sales manual contains 
infcrmation concerning the Companyfs 
sales policies and sales techniques, and 
illustrations of the ’’Widget".)

*

10

Our competitor, The Snarky Company, 
gives a reauction of o% net to whole
salers ordering in quanities of 1000 
items or more per order. Our company 
does not have such a plan. Our salesmen 
claim this is one of the reasons we are 
losing ground to the Snarky Company.



APPSSBXX G

Bill of Materials for Construction 
of Flaying Board
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ITEM SIZE AMOUNT UNIT
U w O  I

TOTAL COST 
PER ITEM ■

CLEAR SPRAY 
LACQUER 14 0 2, can 1 can . .79 .79

RED ENAMEL 4 oz. can 1 can .35 .35
IVORY
ENAMEL B os* can 1 can *60 *60
fine ' '
FINISHING 
HAILS * "

small sack 1 sack .10 *10

■.FINISHING
BRADS . small sack 1 sack *10 *10

SCRAP
LUMBER odd pieces not

figured --- > --- ■ ■

SCRAP
MASONITE

' 19-1/2"x 
15-l/2"x 
1/4" 1 piece

... .

BLOCK
LETTERS sheet 1 sheet *B5 .85

TOTAL COST OF MATERIALS = #2.79
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